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CHR
7

West Ruislip
to

Denham

Start West Ruislip station — HA4  7DW

Finish Denham station — UB9  5ES

Distance 8.55km

Duration 1 hour 53 minutes

Ascent 145m

Access Buses at start and end of section. Trains at start and end of section. Bus stops 
between Harvil Road en route and end of section.

Facilities Shops and cafés at start and end of section; shop at Moorhall Road en route.

7.1 West Ruislip stn (bus). 0m

7.2 Cross rd; R; L on Clack Lane; keep to main path; R at T-jct of paths with 
Hillingdon Trail (HT); L on fb ; cross meadow to lane; R to Old Clack Farm.

1320m

7.3 L to Breakspear Rd S; R/L into fi eld; through gate; at fi eldhead, R/L/L/R; 
hedge on R; over stile; L; over stile; R; cross driveway; descend to bott om R 
of fi eld; L on lane, then R and out to Newyears Green Lane.

1390m

7.4 L and R onto lane; ahead into woods; L to HT, L and R; where HT ascends R, 
ahead and follow clear path to jct at NW corner of woods.

1430m

7.5 L and follow HT keeping hedge on R; descend to church. 1720m

7.6 L past cemy and out to Harvil Rd; L to rbt; R on Moorhall Rd to canal. 1200m

7.7 Ahead to end; L past shops at Station Parade; L to ascend to Denham stn. 1570m
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This section begins 
at West Ruislip 

station. After a sequence 
of short sections between 
Wembley Stadium and West 
Ruislip, this section seems 
rather extended in  nature. 
There is a lot of green land 
on this section, as we reach 
the edge of London.

West Ruislip is served by 
Chiltern Railways trains 
and by the Tube’s Central 
Line; the buses which pass 

the station provide connections with Ruislip and Uxbridge (both of 
which are on the  Uxbridge branch of the Metropolitan Line), and 
with Heathrow Central bus station.

West Ruislip is the western terminus of the Central Line, and of 
the longest single journey by Tube (at almost 55km from Epping) 
without changing trains.

During the years of Tube expansion in the 1930s, there were plans to 
extend the line to Denham, to tap into the commuter trade from that 
area. However, the Second World War intervened, and the project 
was shelved, probably before anyone realised that the Denham 
Viaduct would need to be widened (or duplicated).

West of Harvil Road bridge (which carries the road between 
Uxbridge and Harefi eld), a spur line ran off  the line to the south 
as far as Uxbridge High Street station. In 1907, there was a plan 

to run a railway from Uxbridge to Denham, linking 
up with the branch line from West Drayton, and also 
providing an Uxbridge loop from Paddington. The 
branch from what is now the Chiltern Line was built, 
with a station at Uxbridge High Street (where the 
Parexel building stands now). Trains ran to and from 
Denham (with occasional trains serving Gerrards 
Cross): very few used the chord from the London 
direction. In the event, the cross-Uxbridge line failed 
to come to fruition. The line was not well-used, and 
passengers services ceased in 1939. The line was 
closed to freight traffi  c in 1964, and the tracks were 
taken up.

The centre of Uxbridge held fi rm against the rail 
link (only to be carved up by redevelopment after 
the Second World War). We can speculate about the 
possibility of extending the Central Line to Uxbridge 
while the tracks were still in place, and later onwards 
to Heathrow terminals 5 and 4 via Cowley and West 
Drayton, using the tracks from the former Vine 

7.1

West Ruislip station

Clack Lane near
West Ruislip
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Street station in Uxbridge, but these are now nothing more than 
pipedreams.

At West Ruislip station, cross the road by the divided 
pedestrian crossing and turn right to descend Ickenham 

Road off  the bridge. Take the fi rst road on the left, the no-through-road 
Clack Lane

There is a fi lling station on the right at this point, and a convenience 
shop on the other side of Ickenham Road as you descend.

This thoroughfare is listed as Clack Lane on the Ordnance Survey 
map, but also appears as Clacks Lane or Clack’s Lane elsewhere. 
Clack Lane is an ancient highway, and is rich in fl ora and fauna. 
During one transit while I undertook research for this part of the 
route, a wren in the hedgerow kept up a barrage of scolding as I 
moved through its territory.

After 85m, the roadway ends: take the metalled path straight ahead. 
After a further 150m, Hill Lane goes off  to the right, taking the 
metalled path (and the horses, and the cyclists) with it. Continue 
ahead on a crushed stone footpath for 400m, passing to the left of a 
building to stay within the enclosed lane.

You are by this point following the northbound route of the 
Hillingdon Trail — indeed, the Trail has been diverted from West 
Ruislip (they say “temporarily”: hah! — the chances are that there 
will be no restitution of the original route) by this alternative 
route during the HS2 disruption. We may expect this “temporary” 
diversion to last until 2030: it should really be established, therefore, 
by the London Borough of Hillingdon to become the new offi  cial 
route of the Hillingdon Trail (it could even be given the nickname 
of HT2 — ho, ho!).

Where the path forks, take the right fork (away from the 
running-to-seed golf course and the HS2 works at the bridge over 
Breakspear Road South); after 80m, you will reach a footbridge on 
your left. Turn left to cross the River Pinn on path R144 (as named 
on the signpost), still on the Hillingdon Trail, and enter a long fi eld 
with an electrical power cable overhead the length of the fi eld. 
Cross beneath the cables, following a clear track which bends right.

There is an enclosed lane which runs 
parallel to your path, on your left — 
this is another section of the ancient 
highway which you have followed as 
Clack Lane. Go through the hedge and 
turn right along the lane.
Here, the diversity of the hedgerow 
is at its peak. Ash, blackthorn (sloe), 
hawthorn and wild rose are among the 
species which proliferate in this ancient 
boundary, and there is diverse birdlife 
too.

7.2

Pinn bridge, Clack Lane
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The lane comes out to the 
end of Tile Kiln Lane, with 
Old Clack Farm on your 
right.

There is a postbox set into 
the garden wall in front of 
the farmhouse. At this point, 
you part company (for the 
present) with the Hillingdon 
Trail, which forges ahead 
towards Ruislip Lido.

Turn left a few 
metres beyond the 

farm gate, and follow Tile 
Kiln Lane out through its 

bends (including a fi nal right-hand bend at Woodbine Cott age) to 
Breakspear Road South. Turn right, and after 30m along this busy 
road, cross carefully and go through the hedge on the left by means 
of a stile, entering a fi eld and following the path designated U39.

Keep a hedged pond to your left (passing a delicate metal gate), 
then steer through a gap in the right-hand hedge. Turn left round 
the hedge, then turn right to return to the same bearing (running 
west-north-west) you have followed from the road, the hedge once 
again on your right-hand side all the way up to the top (note that 
the OS map suggests that the path is on the other side of the hedge 
here, but don’t worry, there are hectoring signs to keep you on the 
footpath).

Cross a stile at the fi eldhead (it’s high, with a nasty drop on the other 
side, then a climb out of the ditch), turning left to reach another stile 
(almost as ungainly as the fi rst) and then right to skirt two sides of 
a small industrial area to your right (with another stile to climb).

Follow a faint path past a park bench which has seen bett er days. 
Cross a track (which has a bett er park bench), but do not veer right 

Descending on the path 
to Newyears Green Lane: 
Bayhurst Woods form the 
farthest horizon

7.3
Old Clack Farm
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to go into the industrial yard. Keep on ahead, 
joining an overgrown lane. A litt le later, bear 
right to leave the lane, and head west to reach 
a stile which gives onto Newyears Green 
Lane. Take care, because this road is much 
busier than its narrow rural status warrants.

The land on your left and north of Newyears 
Green Lane was worked for minerals, 
and then the western half became the 
main Hillingdon site for household waste 
management and recycling. The area 
between that site and your position on 
Newyears Green Lane has been cleared for 
the re-routing of utilities (primarily gas) as a 
result of HS2: its future is uncertain.

Cross the road and enter a green 
lane which lies ahead and just to 

your left: it soon becomes path U35. Follow 
the lane into the woods, then take a path to 
the left. This path leads to the northbound 
Hillingdon Trail: bear left onto the Trail, 
and then round to the right. Where the Hillingdon Trail turns right 
uphill, continue ahead. Follow the broad path the length of the 
woods until you reach a T-junction of paths; turn left to keep the 
edge of the woods on your right. Once again, you are back on the 
Hillingdon Trail.

Follow the Trail, descending to become a hedged lane, then 
rising to a path junction where the southern driveway to 

Breakspear House joins from the left. Do not take the driveway, but 
cross a stile to continue with the Trail. When you reach the top of 
the slope, bear right along the ridge, then strike left, and left again 
at a path junction, to descend past some lakes to Harefi eld church.

There is a mention of a priest here in the Domesday Book (1086), 
and the current building was erected in the late eighteenth century. 
There are fi ne monuments 
inside, particularly that of 
Alice, Dowager Countess 
of Derby, whose husband 
was the victim of a political 
murder in 1594.

The church has been used 
for much location fi lming 
across the years, probably 
most notably in The Ruling 
Class (1972), boasting a 
starry cast which included 
Peter O’Toole, Arthur Lowe, 
and William Mervyn.

7.4

Looking back up the 
Hillingdon Trail near 

Harefi eld church

Harefi eld church,
the Australian fl ag

fl ying from the tower
on ANZAC Day 2021

7.5
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Turn left at the church’s access road. In just a few paces, 
you will reach an impressive stone gate, proclaiming the 

presence of the Australian Military Cemetery.

This part of the village churchyard contains in its rectangle the 
graves of over 100 soldiers and a nurse, all of whom had died at the 
Australian Military Hospital in Harefi eld during the Great War. On 
ANZAC Day (25 April) each year, a commemorative service is held 
in the church; this service is att ended by London-based diplomats 
representing the three ANZAC nations of Australia, New Zealand, 
and Tonga.

After the service, children from the primary school in Harefi eld lay 
their posies on the graves in a most poignant ceremony. The scroll 
design for the headstones is unique in Great War cemeteries.

Continue along a track, bending right to emerge onto Harvil Road 
at a bus stop.

From the bus stop you meet as you emerge onto Harvil Road, the 
331 and U9 services run to Uxbridge, the former via Denham, the 
latt er via Swakeleys. Across the road, the 331 serves Northwood 
and Ruislip.

Cross Harvil Road and turn left past the northbound bus stop to 
reach a mini-roundabout.

There is a small parade of shops here, including a good convenience 
store (which off ers coff ee and hot snacks) and an equally good fi sh 
and chip shop, both on the Moorhall Road fl ank. Ahead on Harvil 

Australian Military 
Cemetery, Harefi eld 7.6
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Road, there is another bus stop for the 
U9 to Uxbridge, while on Moorhall 
Road, a matching pair of stops is served 
by the 331 route.

Cross Moorhall Road to the side with 
the shops. Take the left-hand pavement 
downhill past the stop for buses on the 
331 route towards Uxbridge.

The recreation ground on your right is 
the site of Moorhall Priory, which was 
established by the Knights Hospitallers 
(who owned Bayhurst Wood for 
centuries) in the thirteenth century. In 
1953, the roof fell in, and the remains 
of the priory were demolished during 
the 1960s. During the 2022 summer 
drought, the outline of the chapel was 
visible in the withered grass.

Beyond the recreation ground, the road 
rises to cross the Grand Union Canal at 
Broadwater Lock.

Beyond the bridge, there is a pub on the left, which serves food and 
drink during normal hours, and a pair of bus stops on the 331 route.

Follow the pavement, diverting as indicated where 
HS2 works cross the road; the street-name changes to 

Moorfi eld Road at the Green Bridge over the River Colne, where 
you pass into Buckinghamshire.

Continue past the staggered crossing with Savay Lane on the left 
and Link Way on the right.

Note the divergence of Moorfi eld Road from the hedge — in earlier 
times, the road ran to Savay Lane, and then made a right-and-left 
dog-leg to continue.

Follow Moorfi eld Road almost to its end at the traffi  c lights, taking 
the service road on the left (which starts as Morten Gardens with 
its bungalows), crossing Denham Green Close and passing along 
the parade of shops. Beyond the shops, turn left to ascend Station 
Approach to Denham station.

Denham station lies outside the Oyster zone: you will need to buy 
a separate ticket to travel by train towards London.

There is a parade of shops here: the facilities include a café, a 
convenience shop, a pharmacy, and a bakery takeaway.

There is a bus stop from which you may use your Oyster card 
on the 331 bus (but not on the 724 towards Heathrow) to reach 
Uxbridge; for Northwood or Ruislip, the bus stop is on the other 
side of Moorfi eld Road, almost  opposite Denham Green Close.

River Colne from
Green Bridge

7.7
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Denham may be beyond the Greater London boundary, but this 
stage from West Ruislip is almost entirely within London, and so 
belongs within the London section of the Chiltern Railway Walk. If 
you want to be pernickety about not trespassing across the London 
boundary, your turnback point is at the Green Bridge.


